Oracle EBS R12.2 Upgrade Automation Tool
Shorten your upgrade by 30%
Upgrading to Oracle E-Business Suite R12.2 requires manual remediation of all custom objects, and
the management and execution of this process is the key to an efficient and successful upgrade.
ennABLE is a proprietary automation tool that reduces the cost, duration, and manual effort required
to assess, remediate, migrate, and test all customizations during the R12.2 upgrade process.

Key Features

Custom Object Coverage

Automatically identify all customizations and required code changes



Database Objects

Identify missing and suspect objects



Custom Tables



Assign or retire custom objects and pick and choose what to remediate



Custom Sequences



Categorize custom objects by complexity, type, and status



Synonyms



Automatically remediate and migrate custom objects from R12 to R12.2.X



Triggers



Generates a mass migration script and MD.120 document



Functions



Integrity Check (internal control process)





Materialized Views
Views



To-be objects validation process



Packages



Test automation for technical objects and inbound/outbound connectivity



Package Body



Procedures



How It Works

Setup Objects

Assess and identify all customizations
We automatically identify all impacted and potentially impacted custom objects
in your current Oracle EBS version and all required code changes. Each object is
segregated by complexity and object type (Database, Setup, RICEFW (or CEMLI)).

Custom Profiles



Form Function



Look Up



Menu



Request Groups



Automated Remediation & Migration

Request Set



ennABLE automatically makes all required code changes to the impacted custom
objects in your existing R12 environment. After, a mass migration script and
MD.120 document are generated to automatically migrate everything over to R12.2.

Responsibility



Users



Value Sets



Test Automation

RICEFW Objects

Automatically test all technical objects and inbound/outbound connectivity.

Reports



Steady-State Support

Forms



Proactive DBA support and performance monitoring using our proprietary TrendZ
tool to identify issues before they escalate and reduce the cost of post-upgrade
maintenance and DBA services.

SQL Scripts



Shell Scripts



Alerts



Control Files



Forms Personalizations



OAF Personalizations





Benefits
Reduce manual effort by 80%



Workflows

Reduce prep work by 30%



Custom.PLL

Reduce downtime by 70%



Reduce development cost, time, and complexity by 55%



Shorten overall upgrade time by 30%



Shorten cutover by 4-5 hours



 (630) 413-4917
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R12.2 Upgrade Assessment & Project Plan
4-6 weeks, $15K-$23K, Fixed-bid
Deliverables
Impacted & Potentially-Impacted Objects List
Remediation & Testing Effort Estimate



Name & Short Name



Category



Type (Database, Setup, RICEFW)



Status (Active, Inactive, Valid, Invalid)



Concat



Owner



Creation date



Date last used



Complexity



Number of Lines of Code



Changed objects



Obsolete objects



Application



Impact Assessment & Compliance Report
Obsolete Tables Used



Schema References Used



Obsolete APIs in Code



Changed Object References



Total Number of Changes Required



All Objects in Non-Compliance with R12.2 Standards



Upgrade Project Plan & Roadmap
Not-to-Exceed pricing



Timelines



Resource Plan and Skill Sets



Approaches



Inferences & Recommendations Report



Why do you need to do this?

What does it cost?

Why choose ennVee?

Regardless of how and who you choose
to do the upgrade, you need a project
plan to understand the full depth and
breadth of upgrading to R12.2. Even
if an upgrade is a few years away,
the assessment helps you plan more
accurately by providing the exact cost
and changes you need to make.

$15K-$23K, fixed-bid,based on the size of
your footprint, current version of Oracle
EBS, and whether a database upgrade is
included.

In our 30 years of experience we've
learned the lessons so you don't have
to. We've been able to cut the upgrade
time in half by proactively building a
proprietary tool that removes 70% of
the manual effort required to remediate
custom objects.

 (630) 413-4917
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How long does it take?
4-6 weeks.

Start your assessment: bit.ly/upgrade-assessment

